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Uppsala, Wednesday June 7th 2000

Nocom Software starts co-operation with Itera ASA

Nocom Software AB, a distribution company in the Nocom group, is starting co-operation

with the Swedish subsidiaries of the Norwegian company, Itera ASA, concerning mobile

Internet and the analysis of web and firewall traffic. The first stage of the co-operation

comprises the four Itera companies; Diator, IT-Partner, Lan International and Agens.

With products from Nocom Software, Itera ASA will create a centre of competence in

Stockholm, working with application development for mobile units. Initially, the group will

consist of ten people in Stockholm and will later be expanded to include Itera consultants in

Frankfurt, Berlin, Oslo and Copenhagen. From the start, Itera ASA will be able to offer ASP

solutions in Oslo and Stockholm for customers who do not want to host systems themselves.

“In working with Itera ASA, we gain a strong partner offering customers support in

management consulting, application development and operation. Itera’s knowledge and

competence, combined with our products enable us to offer the market exciting solutions

focused on intrabusiness, in other words, solutions for internal business operations”, says

Peter Lämber, Vice President of Nocom Software AB.

“Nocom Software offers advanced software and the support that we need to start the

competence centre. We will, above all, work with the Nokia WAP Server and analysis tools

from WebTrends, represented by Nocom Software, to create adapted solutions for our

customers,” says Ulf Magnusson, Managing Director of IT-Partner and Diator.
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For more information, please contact:
Peter Lämber, Vice President, Nocom Software AB, +46 (0)708 - 65 53 10,
peter.lamber@nocom.se

Ulf Magnusson, Managing Director, IT-Partner and Diator, +46 (0)708 - 68 72 40,
ulf.magnusson@it-partner.nu

Nocom AB (publ) was founded in 1985 and is listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange O-list (NOCM B).

Nocom provides companies with e-business solutions for the Internet and wireless networks. The company is

based in Uppsala, Sweden with offices in Stockholm and Gothenburg, Sweden; Oslo, Norway; and Helsinki,

Finland. The Nocom group employs over 180 persons. The subsidiary Nocom Software AB is a value-added

distributor of web-related software in the Nordic market.

For further information, visit www.nocom.com

Itera ASA was established in 1998 and is listed on the A-list of the Oslo Stock Exchange.

Itera ASA is an Internet consultancy with circa 500 employees in Norway, Stockholm,

Copenhagen, Berlin, Frankfurt and Paris. Itera ASA believes that the creation of value takes

place in small units close to the market. All companies in the group are run by entrepreneurs and

founders. This guarantees a high level of both profitability and customer benefit for Itera ASA and

its customers.
For more information, please visit  www.itera.no


